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Overview of Auditory Representations in Human-Machine Interfaces
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In recent years, a large number of research projects have focused on the use of auditory representations
in a broadened scope of application scenarios. Results in such projects have shown that auditory elements
can effectively complement other modalities not only in the traditional desktop computer environment but
also in virtual and augmented reality, mobile platforms, and other kinds of novel computing environments.
The successful use of auditory representations in this growing number of application scenarios has in turn
prompted researchers to rediscover the more basic auditory representations and extend them in various
directions. The goal of this article is to survey both classical auditory representations (e.g., auditory icons
and earcons) and those auditory representations that have been created as extensions to earlier approaches,
including speech-based sounds (e.g., spearcons and spindex representations), emotionally grounded sounds
(e.g., auditory emoticons and spemoticons), and various other sound types used to provide sonifications in
practical scenarios. The article concludes by outlining the latest trends in auditory interface design and
providing examples of these trends.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, a large number of research projects have focused on the use of auditory
representations in a broadened scope of application scenarios. This is in part due to
the fact that modern technological developments are creating applications in which the
use of sound is expected to have a more central role than before. However, the novelty
of many application scenarios is also forcing researchers and developers to take into
consideration theoretical aspects that had not previously formed an integral part of
auditory interface design theory.

For example, the growing prevalence of virtual reality environments, which were
much less accessible when the theoretical foundations of auditory interfaces were first
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developed, has prompted the use of Virtual Audio Displays (VADs) to identify auditory
scenes (or soundscapes in a wider sense) and to present the user with sound objects
from the scenes by means of a playback system. This has been achieved by using either
loudspeaker systems (e.g., through multichannel systems or loudspeaker arrays) or, in
more typical cases, headphone-based playback. As will be described later in the article,
all of these solutions introduce a number of new challenges, which are related to the
perceptual specificities of sound localization.

The realization that audio will have an increasingly important role in computing
environments has, on the one hand, sparked renewed interest in the basic auditory
representations. On the other hand, given the fact that novel application scenarios are
also creating new kinds of requirements and constraints with respect to the auditory
interfaces that are being developed, researchers have begun to investigate how the
basic auditory representations may be complemented by other approaches in order to
meet the requirements of today’s interfaces.

Basic auditory representations can be defined as unaltered or only slightly altered
versions of human speech, music, or environmental sounds (both natural and human
made). For example, sped-up human speech recordings, volume-adjusted or cut ver-
sions of instrumental music, natural recordings of everyday and environmental sounds
(thunder, birds chirping, doors slamming, cars braking, etc.), or electronically created
warning signals are examples of basic auditory representations. Newly designed ver-
sions of auditory representations can be derived from these representations by mixing,
joining, hard editing, and compressing them, or by extending them with speech-based
and emotional content according to various methods and paradigms.

In this article, we first provide an overview of existing methods for auditory rep-
resentations and summarize some of the sound types that have been proposed more
recently to cover previously unaddressed dimensions of nonspeech sound (i.e., how
nonspeech sounds can be enhanced with speech-like and emotional characteristics,
and how they can be used to provide navigation information, alert information, and
other sonifications). This will be followed by an overview of two major use paradigms
that have emerged in the design of auditory displays (we refer to these as the concep-
tual and interactive paradigms). Although the distinction between the two paradigms
is not always clear-cut, we argue that they can be considered as two extremes in the
application-oriented use of any combination of the more basic auditory representations.
We also argue that an important advantage of adopting this point of view is that the
rigid distinction between iconic (e.g., auditory icons) and abstract (e.g., earcons) repre-
sentations becomes less relevant, allowing researchers to focus on unified approaches
in the design of auditory interfaces. Finally, in a section on design approaches in ap-
plications, we focus on recent practical scenarios and trace the solutions in these use
cases back to the theoretical sections of the article.

2. BASIC AND COMPOUND AUDITORY REPRESENTATIONS

The basic auditory representations can be derived from human speech, music, and
environmental sounds. High-quality synthesized or prerecorded human speech can
be used in some cases, but such sounds are language dependent and are relatively
slow in communicating information, even if sped-up versions are used (e.g., this is
often preferred by users with visual impairments). Further, it is difficult to modify the
parameters of speech sounds without risking the loss of information. Although there
certainly are applications where speech cannot be avoided (e.g., if a text document
has to be read), narrative descriptions of the screen can be tedious. Speech is also not
optimal for orientation, navigation, and manipulation tasks. Audio books and their
revised versions (so-called audio films) may include sound samples and environmental
sounds instead of speech (e.g., instead of saying “there is a clock ticking in the corner,”
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the sound of the clock ticking might be embedded into the story) [Lopez and Pauletto
2009]. Other, more sophisticated solutions to using speech and/or human voice in iconic
ways (e.g., as in spearcons and spindex representations) have emerged recently.

Both music-based and environmental sounds can be entertaining and can include
dramatized and emotional content. However, in their simplest forms, neither of these
sound types are well-suited to convey much information at the same time. Further, in
the case of musical sounds, the listener has to learn the abstract mappings between
sound and information; however, in the case of environmental sounds, the existence of a
priori connotations often restricts the designer’s ability to create free associations. Mu-
sical effects, short musical events, environmental sound events, or simple instruments
can be used for iconic representations, but only with limitation.

Based on the preceding information, it was soon realized that good auditory rep-
resentations mostly result from the structured combination of environmental sounds
with musical and speech-based aspects. In this section, we provide a brief overview of
the basic auditory representations and their evolution.

2.1. Classical Auditory Representations

2.1.1. Auditory Icons. Historically, auditory icons were the first basic auditory represen-
tations to appear in the literature and were introduced by Gaver [1986, 1988], followed
by others [Blattner et al. 1989]. Auditory icons are short, icon-like sound events that
have semantic connections to the physical events they represent. Auditory icons are
easy to interpret and easy to learn. Users may connect and map (visual) events with
the associated sound events after being exposed to an auditory icon for the first time. A
typical example is the sound of a dot-matrix printer that is intuitively connected with
the action of printing. Gaver [1989] provided many examples of easily learned auditory
icons and also conducted pioneering research on the organization of auditory icons into
“icon families” by considering the natural relationship between physical properties of
objects and the events and processes that they generate. Based on this concept, appli-
cations were created that used auditory icons not only to label events and processes but
also to reflect various physical properties of natural phenomena in the context of the
virtual interface entities to which they are mapped (e.g., the sizes of files, the shapes of
icons, the weight of interface elements as they are dragged) [Gaver 1989, 1991; Carello
et al. 1998; Kunkler-Peck and Turvey 2000].

Environmental sounds provide a useful basis for auditory icons, because they are
easily identifiable, learnable, and have a semantic-nomic connection to (visual) events.
There are numerous factors that affect the usability of environmental sounds as audi-
tory icons (a brief overview was provided in Gygi [2004]; Gygi et al. [2004]; Gygi and
Shafiro [2009]). Among these are the effects of filtering on various types of environmen-
tal sounds. Some sounds are resistant against filtering and some completely lose their
typical properties depending on their spectral content. Furthermore, some sounds are
only identifiable after a longer period of time, and thus it is disadvantageous to use
them as auditory icons. Ballas [1993] argued that a time period of about 200 to 600 ms
is necessary for the proper recognition of a sound and would be a good start for creating
an auditory icon. Last but not least, context contributes to recognition: logical, expected
sounds will be recognized better than unexpected ones [Gygi and Shafiro 2009]. On the
other hand, unexpected sounds do not have to be as loud to elicit attention and can
thus be more appropriate for alerts. Realistic sounds are sometimes inferior to their
less realistic but more familiar approximate versions. Thus, cartoonification, for ex-
ample, may help to increase the applicability of a sound event (e.g., a gunshot sounds
differently in movies than in real life) [Heller and Wolf 2002; Fernstrom and Brazil
2004]. For a more complete review of the state of the art in auditory icons, see Gygi
and Shafiro [2009].
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2.1.2. Earcons. Earcons were first introduced by Blattner, Sumikawa, and Greenberg
[1989] as “non-verbal audio messages in the user-computer interface.” In contrast to
auditory icons, earcons are message-like sounds (i.e., in the simplest case comprised of
a serial succession of notes) that gain meaning through abstract relationships between
signifier and signified. Because the relationship between sound and meaning is not
obvious based on environmental experience, users are required to explicitly learn how
earcons are linked with events in a system. This requirement induces a learning curve,
which must be surmounted by the user.

A set of design principles for earcons was first established by Brewster [1994]. In a
way analogous to the concept of (auditory) “icon families,” it was demonstrated that
when designed well, even the musically uninitiated could recall up to 25 distinct
earcons, if they were structured into a small number of conceptually and structurally
distinct “earcon families” [Leplatre and Brewster 1998]. Research was also conducted
to show how more than a single stream of earcons could be used in audio interfaces in
order to provide more information to the user at the same time [Brewster et al. 1995;
McGookin and Brewster 2004].

Despite the difficulties in learning abstract relationships between earcons and their
meaning, there can be advantages to using earcons instead of auditory icons in certain
cases. Because the relationship between earcons and the concepts they represent is
abstract, earcons have a wider range of applicability than auditory icons, which may
cause confusion when arbitrarily mapped to computational events. Further, Brewster
[1998] and Edworthy and Hards [1999] have demonstrated in independent studies
that the method used by users to learn earcons can have significant impact on recall
accuracy. As a result, earcons are often considered as a viable alternative in developing
audio interfaces.

2.1.3. Comparison of Auditory Icons and Earcons. Because the two sound types of auditory
icons and earcons appeared in the research literature almost simultaneously (with
earcons soon following the creation of auditory icons), and because they were proposed
by researchers from widely different fields (i.e., Gaver is a cognitive psychologist and
Blattner and her colleagues are computer scientists), the usability and effectiveness of
earcons and auditory icons were initially considered separately for the most part.

More recently, several studies were published in which the applicability of auditory
icons and earcons was compared based on several dimensions, such as learnability,
memorability, and pleasantness. However, due to the large number of different appli-
cation scenarios and evaluation methods, and difficulties in generalizing from specific
sound designs, such results are often contradictory and lack generality. Thus, whereas
there are results suggesting that auditory icons can be easier to learn and retain
[Edworthy and Hards 1999; Bonebright and Nees 2007; Fagerlonn and Alm 2010], and
that user reaction times to auditory icons can be shorter than to earcons [Graham
1999; Bussemakers and De Haan 2000], other researchers have demonstrated that
earcons can be more pleasant in certain cases [Sikora et al. 1995], and that in any case,
the users’ ability to retain different kinds of sounds depends heavily on the individual
sound (not the sound type) as well as the learning method that is used [Brewster 1998;
Edworthy and Hards 1999]. What is certain is that auditory icons and earcons seem
to evoke different kinds of cognitive capabilities; therefore, at the very least, auditory
icons can be associated with iconic entities more easily [Bussemakers and De Haan
2000; Bonebright and Nees 2007]. However, in other cases—where natural associations
to physical entities are not as available, or when the users are allowed to create their
own set of associations—earcons can be equally useful [Brewster 1998; Edworthy and
Hards 1999].
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With the large body of research on auditory icons and earcons showing no clear qual-
itative superiority of either sound type over the other, several researchers have argued
that a strict discrimination between environmental and abstract sounds may be lim-
iting for real-life applications, and that it may be useful to create interfaces in which
this distinction becomes less sharp, or at least in which both sound types are used
together [Gaver 1997; Hearst 1997; Mustonen 2008; Csapó and Baranyi 2011]. Thus,
some researchers have suggested that auditory icons, earcons, and sonification tech-
niques should be used in conjunction in real-world applications [Gaver 1997; Hearst
1997]. Others have suggested that auditory icons and earcons should be considered as
theoretical extremes along a continuum of semiabstract nonspeech sounds [Mustonen
2008]. Still others have proposed a compositional relationship in which earcons are
messages built up of auditory icons [Hermann and Ritter 1999; Singh 2010; Csapó and
Baranyi 2011].

The first results that can be considered as pointing toward this change in viewpoint
are the various studies performed on the applicability of auditory icons and earcons in
different multimodal scenarios—at first, primarily scenarios in which vision and audi-
tion is necessary for interaction (for a review on the subject, see [Absar and Guastavino
2008]). The investigation of these scenarios was logical from a research historical point
of view, because the sense of vision is used in an overwhelming majority of computer
applications, and thus it was natural to investigate the effects of auditory icons and
earcons in such settings.

Through such multimodal investigations, many researchers have come to the real-
ization that sounds used in real-world scenarios demand different (i.e., more complex)
design considerations than auditory icons and earcons used in isolation. As a result,
several new sound types and research directions have emerged in research on auditory
displays.

2.2. Auditory Representations with Speech-Based and Emotional Content

In this subsection, we provide a brief overview of the speech-based and emotional
aspects of nonspeech audio interfaces. The auditory representations reviewed in this
section can be viewed as in-between sound types between the two theoretical extremes
represented by earcons and auditory icons.

2.2.1. Spearcons. Spearcons were first proposed by Walker et al. [2006], as sounds
obtained by speeding up speech sounds—usually to the point where they are no longer
recognizable as speech—while conserving their original pitch. Since they are usually
unrecognizable as speech, spearcons are not simply sped-up sounds, but much rather
are acoustic representations of spoken words (thus, spearcons are often described using
a fingerprint analogy) [Jeon and Walker 2011].

Since the time they were originally proposed, it has been demonstrated through many
experimental variations that spearcons are particularly well suited for audio-based
navigation of menu structures in graphical user interfaces (GUIs). In the first study
on the subject, Walker et al. [2006] compared earcons, auditory icons, and spearcons in
menu navigation tasks and showed that the use of spearcons resulted in a statistically
significant decrease in time-to-target performance measurements. Shortly after, it was
demonstrated that learning rates for auditory menus were significantly shorter when
using spearcons instead of auditory icons [Palladino and Walker 2007] and earcons
[Dingler et al. 2008]. The learnability of these and other sound types were also com-
pared in scenarios other than auditory menus, and spearcons were found to be equally
superior to auditory icons and earcons in these applications [Dingler et al. 2008].
An interesting secondary conclusion of the work is that although hybrid icon-earcon
sounds are subprime when compared to spearcons, they are better than auditory icons
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Fig. 1. Visual representation of normal, decreased, attenuated, and minimal spindex variations, in order
from top to bottom. (Source: Jeon and Walker [2009].)

and earcons alone and can be even more useful in interfaces where localized audio
is necessary [Dingler et al. 2008]. Although any such comparisons should be treated
with caution (given the many different kinds of application scenarios and difficulties
in generalizing design solutions, as mentioned earlier), these results demonstrate that
spearcons can serve as an important component of auditory interface design.

In the practical sense, spearcons are time-compressed speech samples that are of-
ten names, words, or simple phrases. Regarding their generation, it was shown by
Wersényi [2008] that useful quality measures and optimal compression ratios can be
arrived at using spectral analysis. After presenting spearcons to visually impaired
users, Wersényi concluded that the accessibility of spearcons can also be improved by
changing parameters such as loudness and speed. Language independence was also in-
vestigated in the work by creating spearcons for the same events in different languages
and accents [Wersényi 2008].

2.2.2. Spindices. Since their original appearance in the literature, several enhance-
ments have been proposed to spearcons. These enhancements are mostly related to the
spindex concept [Jeon and Walker 2009]. The term spindex stands for speech index,
and the key idea behind the concept is to use accelerated initial sounds to provide
direct information on the starting letter of the menu item currently navigated by the
user (naturally, this idea is applicable when the user has to find items in alphabetically
ordered lists). It was shown early that the benefit of using spindices is significant,
especially in lists that are longer (the effect on lists with 150 items were considerable)
[Jeon and Walker 2009].

Several variations of the spindex concept have been elaborated and tested [Jeon
and Walker 2011]. Such variations include the attenuated spindex, in which the first
occurrence of each spindex is louder than all the rest; the decreased spindex, in which
the succession of the same spindex becomes gradually softer as the user traverses the
list; and the minimal spindex, in which only the first occurrence of a spindex can be
heard (for a graphical representation of these variations, see Figure 1).

Results showed that with very little practice, users were able to use all spindex types
to their benefit, and that only the minimal spindex type caused perceived discomfort
on the users’ part [Jeon and Walker 2011].

2.2.3. Auditory Emoticons. Auditory emoticons are a vocally based analogy to graphical
emoticons (i.e., “smileys”), generated based on auditory by-products of human emo-
tional expression such as laughter, chuckling, or crying. To our knowledge, the concept
of auditory emoticons first appeared in the literature in an article by Frohlich and
Hammer [2004]. The authors used auditory emoticons in an audio-based automated
e-mail reading application, but their tests regarding the usefulness of auditory emoti-
cons were inconclusive, as only about half of their test subjects preferred auditory
emoticons over abstract musical signals [Frohlich and Hammer 2004].
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Table I. Visual Representations and Short Descriptions of Sound Events of the Most Important Emoticons
Represented by User-Selected Male and Female Sounds

Auditory Emoticon Visual Representation
Laughter :-D

(sound of laughter with open mouth)
Smile :-), :)

(sound of laughter with closed mouth)
Wink ;-)

(smiling sound prefixed by a sparkling sound)
Mock :-P

(“beeeeh” sound of tongue pointed out in a mocking gesture)
Surprise :-o

(sound of a short “oh!”)
Perplexed, distracted :-S,

(longer female sound of “wheee?” and a short male version of “hmmm?”)
Sadness, sorry :-(, :(,

(female sound of “hmmm” and a longer male version of “oooooh”)
Kiss :-∗,

(sound of a loud kiss)
Disappointment :-I,

(female sound of a longer “oh” and a short male version of “hm”)

(Source: Wersényi [2010].)

In recent investigations, Wersényi [2009a, 2010] conducted a more general set of
experiments using auditory emoticons for both blind and sighted users, and results
revealed that auditory emoticons were well received. Emoticons are widely used in
e-mails, chat and messenger programs, forum posts, and the like. These different
smileys and abbreviations (such as “brb,” “rotfl,” and “imho”) are used so often that
users suggested that there may be added value in representing emoticons using sound
events as well. Auditory emoticons, then, are nonspeech human voice-based sounds,
sometimes extended and combined with other sounds in the background. They can be
compared to auditory icons, with the difference that they use human nonverbal voice
samples with emotional load instead of a broader scope of environmental sounds.

In much the same way that smileys try to encapsule emotions in simple but limited
(graphical) forms, auditory emoticons aim to achieve the same using brief sounds. In
summary, it can be said that auditory emoticons:

(1) reflect the emotional status of the speaker,
(2) are always represented using nonverbal and language independent of human

sounds,
(3) can be enhanced using sounds or noises that are outside of the scope of human

speech-based emotional expressions in order to help give the user a deeper under-
standing of the intended meaning.

Although there is no scientific evidence that specific emotions can be represented
better by a female voice than by a male voice, it was observed that subjects preferred
female versions for smiling, winking, mocking, crying, and kissing. Table I shows the
currently accepted visual representations of graphical emoticons and a description of
their auditory emoticon counterparts. This dataset can also be downloaded with all the
other auditory icons and earcons used in the research of Wersényi [2010, 2012].

All of the sound events in Table I are intended for use in auditory displays both for
sighted and blind users to provide feedback information on a process or activity, as well
as to help the user find a specific button, icon, menu item, or any other component of
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the graphical interface. Additionally, auditory emoticons can help the user gain a better
understanding of the emotional content of the information provided in a conversation
and can also provide an extra source of amusement.

2.2.4. Spemoticons. Spemoticons were first defined by Németh et al. [2011] as text-to-
speech (TTS) technology–based auditory representations for emotional and intentional
states. Although spemoticons are obtained using TTS technologies, they are just as un-
intelligible in a linguistic sense as spearcons. However, whereas spearcons are created
based on existing words, spemoticons are acoustic events synthesized based on mean-
ingless vocalized expressions that do not occur in real life. Spemoticons are obtained by
modifying the intensity, pitch, and temporal structure (by inserting breaks of various
lengths) of TTS synthesized phrases [Németh et al. 2011]. The advantages of spemoti-
cons include the possibility of real-time generation and the directness with which they
map emotions to sounds. A disadvantage is that the interpretation of spemoticons can
be culturally dependent.

In their seminal work on spemoticons, Németh et al. [2011] proposed an intuitive,
parameter-based design methodology for the creation of spemoticons. The methodology
involves the use of an interactive interface to a professional TTS system in which a
number of parameters, such as the lengths of pauses, word-level pitches, positions in
sound, durations, and amplitudes can be specified independently by the user.

Based on the proposed design approach, Németh et al. [2011] explored the viability
of spemoticons by asking test subjects to categorize 44 different sounds into 7 cate-
gories. Each category reflected an imaginary message and an associated emotion (e.g.,
“Continue, I like this.” or “I hate you. This bothers me.”). Those categories to which
only a few sound samples were attributed were regarded as valid emotional categories,
and the associated sound samples were declared by the authors as good examples of
spemoticons.

2.3. Sonification: Alerts, Reminders and Navigation

Sonification was defined by Kramer as “the use of non-speech audio to convey informa-
tion” [Kramer 1993; Hermann et al. 2011, p. 149]. Although the purpose of sonification
in general is to transform any kind of data into sound, we focus in particular on those
representations that have been used to provide alert information, reminders, and nav-
igation information. In this subsection, a brief overview is provided of the various
auditory representations that have been used for sonification in general, followed by a
brief overview of example applications.

2.3.1. Musicons. Musicons have been recently defined as extremely brief samples of
well-known music [McGee-Lennon et al. 2011]. Musicons were proposed as audio sig-
nals that can be used to provide reminders in a large variety of scenarios, both at home
(private space) or at work (public space). From the perspective of these goals, musicons
can be conceived as being conceptually situated between auditory icons and earcons:
they build on familiarity more than earcons but less than auditory icons; on the other
hand, they are more private than auditory icons but less private than earcons (earcons
are only understood by those who have learned the mapping from concepts to sounds,
whereas auditory icons can be easily understood by anybody).

Musicons are usually generated by sampling a well-known musical piece or song
and then cutting out short sections that are a few hundred milliseconds long. Recent
investigations have shown that effective musicons can be created simply by sampling
user-selected parts of music [McLachlan et al. 2012]. Thus, it is suggested that musicons
can be created by the user from his or her own musical database. In a set of experiments,
users were asked to select 5-second-long parts of their favorite songs, which were then
labeled as “favorite part” and “most representative part” for the actual song. After
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sampling (cutting) these selections into 0.2- and 0.5-second-long bits, recognition rates
of 69 to 78% and 84 to 94% were measured for the two lengths, respectively. Based
on the evaluation of the structure, timbre, and melodic and rhythmical patterns of
the selections, it was found that usually the first part of the chorus/verse, main riff,
or solo can be recognized the best. It has also been suggested that following the idea
behind spearcons, using some kind of compression instead of just sampling the original
audio track might lead to further useful musicons. Investigations on music other than
Western popular music, as well as comparisons between earcons, auditory icons, and
musicons, remain to be conducted.

2.3.2. Morphocons. Morphocons, or morphological earcons, have recently been pro-
posed as a novel solution to the problem of creating earcons and earcon families that
can be customized to users’ preferences [Parseihian and Katz 2012]. It is noted in the
study that whereas performance and efficiency of solutions in auditory display are of-
ten analyzed, the satisfaction of users is rarely addressed, despite the fact that those
who are in the greatest need of sonification (e.g., the visually impaired) often have very
specific—and also largely variable—requirements.

To resolve issues of user satisfaction, morphocons have been proposed as a special
kind of earcon in which various dynamical properties of sound (which are allowed to
change any number of times even within a single morphocon) are used as parameters to
generate a wide range of sound palettes. For example, the same dynamical parameters
related to, for example, the envelope of the sound, the harmonic properties of the
sound, and the rhythmic properties of the sound can be mapped onto natural sounds,
musical sounds, synthesized sounds, and so forth. In this way, although the general
properties of sound remain constrained, the specifics remain to be determined based
on the individual taste of the user.

Morphocons have been used as components in an audio-based navigation system
in order to help the visually impaired learn and recognize points on their paths re-
lated to the itinerary and obstacles, as well as landmarks and other points of interest
[Parseihian and Katz 2012].

2.3.3. Alerts and Warning Signals. The problem of urgency encoding is concerned with the
task of mapping warning signals of different levels of urgency onto sound. Although
warning signals have been used to alert the operators of computerized systems for
as long as such systems have been in existence, the importance of auditory warning
signals in particular, as well as the necessity to design them in structured ways, was
realized only in the 1980s.

The first set of guidelines for the design of auditory warnings, originally in the
context of aviation and later in a more general context, were laid down by Patterson
et al. [Patterson 1982, 1989; Patterson and Mayfield 1990]. The guidelines include
rules on the optimal loudness of warning sounds relative to levels of noise of different
frequency domains and the optimal spectral distribution of warning sounds, as well
as temporal characteristics such as pulse-repetition rates and rhythms. In the more
general case—unrelated to aviation or any application in particular—Patterson et al.
demonstrated that good auditory warning signals consist of a series of bursts—with
each burst comprised of a number of repetitive pulses—and that the starting points
and intensities of these pulses should be different in each burst.

Although Patterson et al. also suggested basic rules for encoding relative urgency
within warning sounds, detailed and conclusive analysis was carried out only later.
In subsequent studies, Edworthy, Hellier, and others have shown that a number of
parameters, such as fundamental frequency, harmonic composition, envelope shape,
and delayed harmonics, have significant effects on the perceived urgency of warning
sounds [Edworthy et al. 1991; Hellier et al. 1993]. Further, it was shown that some
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parameters contribute more to perceived urgency than others [Hellier et al. 1993].
For example, it was found that the speed and repetition of pulses (i.e., within the
bursts defined by Patterson) contributed more significantly than other parameters to
the perceived urgency of sounds [Haas and Edworthy 1999; Brock et al. 2005].

2.3.4. Sonification for Navigation Purposes. Sonification is often used in assistive tech-
nologies for users with visual impairments, ranging from temporary loss of vision to
long-term, serious visual impairments. Technologies of this kind aim to address the
basic level of everyday problems and needs in satisfactory ways.

Electronic Travel Aids (ETAs), sometimes also referred as O&M (Orientation and
Mobility) devices, include mobile and wearable devices that increase navigation safety
and mobility using auditory display technology [Dobrucki et al. 2010; Loomis et al.
2005; Hersh and Johnson 2008; Dakopoulos and Bourbakis 2010; Kay 1984; Ebling
2009; Ventura and Fernandes 2011; Jameson and Manduchi 2010; Lahav et al. 2008].
The most important requirements for these devices include unencumbered interaction
(e.g., interaction with free hands and uncovered ears during operation), small size,
light weight, cheap price, and ease of use.

Devices such as the Mowat Sensor [Pressey 1977; Morrissette et al. 1981],
SonicGuide [Kay 1973], Navbelt [Bourbakis 2008], LaserCane [Murphy 1971], and
Tyflos System [Bourbakis 2008] operate using ultrasound and/or laser devices in order
to help users avoid collision with obstacles while providing feedback on the surround-
ings through vibrations and/or sounds [Ando and Graziani 2009; Ando 2008]. Because
lasers are quite expensive and ultrasound detectors cannot be used in case of too much
reflection, alternative solutions use amplitude-modulated radiofrequencies with differ-
ent carriers to detect obstacles [Debnath et al. 2001]. For example, the Smart Cane is
an RFID-enabled navigation cane [Kahol et al. 2004] that incorporates an ultrasonic
sensor that works in conjunction with navigation and senses RFID tags mounted on
flags placed on the ground (e.g., along a sidewalk). Besides using such sensors to map
distance onto various frequency and amplitude ranges, extended information provided
by complementary environmental actuators (e.g., vibrotactile equipment) allows users
to obtain enhanced sensations of the 2D/3D space.

Camera-based systems have also been used to transfer images onto auditory dimen-
sions (e.g., vOICe [Meijer 1992] and Prosthesis Substituting Vision with Audition—
PSVA [Capelle et al. 1998]). In these systems, the horizontal and vertical dimensions
of images are continuously mapped onto frequency-based and temporal aspects of
sound.

In the domain of wearable computers, the System for Wearable Audio Navigation
(SWAN) was developed to serve as a safe pedestrian navigation and orientation aid
for persons with temporary or permanent visual impairments [Walker and Lindsay
2006; Wilson et al. 2007]. SWAN consists of audio-only output and tactile input via a
task-specific handheld interface device. Emphasis is placed on representing pertinent
data with nonspeech sounds through a process of sonification. Once the user’s location
and head direction are determined, SWAN guides the user along the required path
using a set of beacon sounds, while at the same time indicating the location of features
in the environment that may be of interest to the user. More specifically, the sounds
used by SWAN include navigation beacons (earcon-like sounds), object sounds (through
spatially localized auditory icons), surface transitions, and location information and
announcements (brief prerecorded speech samples).

3. CONTRASTING USE PARADIGMS IN THE DISPLAY OF NONSPEECH SOUNDS

In this section, we describe two major use paradigms that have emerged since the
original appearance of auditory icons and earcons in the literature. The first of these
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two, which we refer to as the conceptual paradigm, makes use of the contextual and
task-related background of the use-case scenario in order to provide users with rich
auditory information through the auditory display. The second, which we refer to as the
interactive paradigm, focuses on natural forms of interaction with the sound-producing
model rather than on the use-case scenario of an application. After a brief description
of the two paradigms, we provide several application examples. As we will aim to
demonstrate, the difference between the conceptual and the interactive paradigms
comes from the way they view the concept of information. Because of this difference in
viewpoint, the two paradigms arrive at largely different kinds of systems, which can
complement each other well in specific applications.

Before we introduce the two paradigms, it is important to note that other researchers
have also defined taxonomies of design methodologies in auditory display. In a recent
example, Frauenberger and Stockman [2009] have listed as many as seven different
approaches to the design of auditory displays. The two major paradigms that we high-
light in the following sections are both a unification and an extension of these categories
(namely, the conceptual paradigm can be considered as a unification of various aspects
of contextual design, task-driven design, and semiotics, whereas the various aspects
of what we refer to as the interactive paradigm are included only implicitly in earlier
taxonomies).

3.1. The Conceptual Paradigm

The information concept at the heart of the conceptual paradigm views information
as an entity that provides an answer to a question [Bertin 1981; Barrass 1998]. The
conceptual paradigm views the world as a place where questions that demand answers
arise frequently and naturally, and thus the goal of the audio interface is to play
messages that provide answers to a these questions. The questions that can be asked
in systems developed according to the conceptual paradigm are in general fixed a
priori, and the goal of the system is to convey this information to the user as clearly
and concisely as possible.

Approaches in the conceptual paradigm generally emphasize the use-case scenario
in which the auditory display will be used, and the task that must be performed by
the user with the help of the auditory display. Indeed, such aspects form an important
part of the categories of contextual design, task-driven design, and semiotic design,
as pointed out in Frauenberger and Stockman [2009]. Another common trait among
approaches in the paradigm is that they tend to use both iconic (e.g., auditory icons)
and abstract (e.g., earcons) sounds together and according to various hybrid models.
Later in the section on examples of design approaches, we highlight some of the ways
in which such hybrid platforms have been created.

3.2. The Interactive Paradigm

The interactive paradigm—as opposed to the conceptual paradigm—views information
as an entity that exists irrespective of any predefined set of questions that may be
asked in relation to a task. In the case of the interactive paradigm, information is
extracted from the system in less structured, less task oriented forms and in the end
reflects the subjective actions of the user relative to the system.

A convincing argument supporting the need for the interactive paradigm is given
in Hunt and Hermann [2004]. The key point of the argument is that during everyday
multimodal interactions, the types of data we receive on physical processes and the
order in which we are confronted with the data are rarely predetermined and objec-
tive. Instead, our real-life interactions follow the pattern of awareness, interaction,
multimodal rechecking, and confirmation. Thus, the environment does not impose on
us a notification on every event in a predetermined way, along with all of the statistical
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data describing the event. Instead, we discover events in an autonomous way based on
the effects they produce (awareness). Once we are aware that something of interest has
occurred, we manipulate the environment so as to tease out different effects to help us
identify an underlying cause (interaction and multimodal rechecking). The elicitation
of precise, objective measurement data occurs only during the final step (confirmation),
in which we confirm that the underlying cause of what we perceive during interaction is
indeed the event whose occurrence we initially conjectured [Hunt and Hermann 2004].
Thus, although in the end information in the interactive paradigm may also provide
an answer to a question, its communication is evoked in a way that reflects the user’s
actions.

Approaches in the interactive paradigm generally create a basic sound model and
emphasize the ways in which users can interact with the model in order to produce var-
ious kinds of sounds. This is in contrast to the conceptual paradigm, which begins the
design process by making assumptions about the use-case scenario in which informa-
tion will be provided as an answer to a question. Naturally, a system that is categorized
as belonging to the interactive paradigm can also be used to provide answers to con-
crete questions (without this possibility, it would not qualify as an auditory display).
However, the set of possible questions that the user might ask through the system
would be contained in the system only implicitly, and answers to those questions would
emerge only as a result of the subjective actions and discovery process of the user.

3.3. General Comparison

As described in the previous two subsections, the conceptual and interactive paradigms
represent different approaches to the way in which information is viewed in an appli-
cation. It is important to note that the two paradigms can be regarded more as two
extremes than as two distinct categories. If an application views information as “an
answer to a question” but still leaves room for open-ended interaction such that infor-
mation is provided in ways that depend on how the user interacts with the system,
then it is clear that the application represents a hybrid approach. An example of such
a system would be a GUI in which objects (e.g., icons, windows, scrollbars) are modeled
as physical entities with their own set of physical properties (e.g., sizes, weights, ma-
terials), such that various modes of interaction would produce sounds that highlight
different aspects of those properties, in ways that vary depending on the interaction
itself (hence, the interface would be designed with the goal of providing answers to a
clear set of questions, such as “what kind of object is this?” whereas interaction with
the interface would be exploratory in nature and could influence the way in which
information is presented).

Nevertheless, it is useful to consider recent design approaches based on the dis-
tinction between conceptual and interactive for two reasons: first, such a distinction
de-emphasizes the question of what kind of basic auditory representations should be
used in an application (i.e., iconic or abstract, message like); second, as demonstrated
later in Section 4, there certainly are applications that are characteristically concep-
tual and others that are characteristically interactive, and the two kinds of approaches
represent different forms of interaction between the user and the system.

4. TASKS AND APPROACHES FOR AUDITORY DESIGN

This section highlights recent design approaches used to create auditory displays
based on a combination of the basic auditory representations. Examples of approaches
that can be categorized as belonging to the conceptual paradigm and the interactive
paradigm are given in separate subsections. As the design of conceptual and interactive
auditory displays can be motivated by widely different considerations, the examples
given in this section also cover a wide range of application scenarios. However, all of
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the examples provided are common in that they describe or support the use of sound
in human-machine interfaces.

4.1. Design Approaches in the Conceptual Paradigm

4.1.1. Evolution of GUIs toward VADs. Audio in GUI environments was first considered
in the 1980s and 1990s, when the growing market for personal computers highlighted
the importance of accessibility for those living with visual or other impairments. Since
then, providing enhanced accessibility has become one of the most important areas in
research on assistive technologies for computer sciences and for human-computer inter-
action. More generally, enhanced accessibility today concerns more than just basic and
assistive technologies due to the growing popularity of computer-based entertainment
(e.g., media and gaming). Especially the growing complexity of the gaming industry has
motivated research on the enhanced accessibility of virtualized environments and aug-
mented realities [Fish 1976; Harness et al. 1993; McKiel 1992]. Today, audio is being
considered in a wide range of physical/virtual/augmented systems, and the following
subsections provide a brief summary of traditional and more state-of-the-art solutions.

Audio in Traditional GUI Environments. GUIs provide the simplest means of com-
munication with modern computing technologies. Personal computers, as well as mobile
phones, television systems, and even motor vehicles, can be configured and controlled
through hierarchical menu structures; spatially distributed and visually unique icons
(through variations of form, size, and color); and simple control tools such as scrollbars,
touch-screens, the mouse, or joystick. In these 2D graphical environments, users with-
out visual impairments are capable of quickly and easily orienting themselves among
large amounts of information; however, this is much more difficult for users with visual
impairment. For this reason, investigations as early as in the 1990s tried to establish
auditory interfaces and environments for the visually impaired using a wide variety of
methods.

SonicFinder was an Apple program that aimed to integrate auditory icons into the
operating system for file handling [Gaver 1989]. In the Mercator project, Mynatt [1997]
presented a transformed hierarchical graphical interface, utilizing auditory icons, tac-
tile extensions, a TTS module, and a simplified structure for navigation. The hierar-
chical structure was thought to best capture the underlying structure of a GUI. The
Mercator project used filtering and frequency manipulations to portray screen events
(e.g., the appearance of pop-up windows, the selection of items, and the number of
objects that appear on the screen).

The most important applications today and presumably in the near future are the
so-called screen-readers or TTS applications that simply read the content that can be
seen on the screen. Today’s speaking modules offer good synthesized speech quality,
but they are language dependent and are only optimal for reading textual information.

Audio in Directionally Informed GUI Environments. Later, in the GUIB project
(Graphical User Interface for Blind persons), a multimodal interface was proposed
using tactile keyboards (Braille) and spatially distributed sound (at first, loudspeaker
playback was provided using the so-called sound-screen, but later this was substituted
with headphone playback and virtual simulation via Head-Related Transfer Func-
tions (HRTFs) [Crispien and Petrie 1993; Petrie and Morley 1998; Wersényi 2003,
2007a, 2007b, 2009b; Liard and Beghdadi 2001]. Research showed that spatially dis-
tributed sound events could be used in special window arrangements and in different
resolutions according to the users’ experience and routine. The first tests, performed
on blind children, supported the conclusion that audio can help users gain an under-
standing of 2D and 3D structures [Lahav et al. 2008].
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Expansion toward 3D Interfaces and VADs. The graphical elements used in every-
day interfaces have recently begun to change. Although simple mobile devices and cell
phones still make extensive use of hierarchical menus in which the menu items are
related to each other in a parent-child structure, a wider range of possibilities are be-
ing offered by more advanced—especially 3D—GUIs. As a result, it is again becoming
difficult for the visually impaired to access computing technologies at more than a very
basic level [Boyd et al. 1990; Nees and Walker 2007]. In addition, the growth in demand
for heavily audio-oriented (online or other) games, audio-films (e.g., both for entertain-
ment and education), and wearable and other mobile applications is highlighting the
need for the effective replacement of visual information by audio. This is increasingly
necessary not only to enhance accessibility but also to allow users to perform virtual
or semivirtual localization tasks to find out how virtual environments and the real-life
environment can interact with each other [Loomis et al. 2005; Hersh and Johnson 2008;
Kay 1973; Cardin et al. 2007].

A rapidly evolving solution in this direction is to use VADs to identify auditory
scenes (or soundscapes in a wider sense) and present the user with sound objects from
the scenes by means of a playback system. This has been achieved by using either
loudspeaker systems (e.g., through multichannel systems or loudspeaker arrays), or in
more typical cases headphone-based playback. Many, but not all, VADs use directional
information to provide the user with an understanding of where objects are located in
the auditory scene. Directional information can be reproduced more or less accurately
by allocating different components of the sound to spatially distributed locations of the
loudspeakers, or by making use of interaural differences and/or directional filtering in
headphone-based systems [Wenzel 1992; Wenzel et al. 1994]. Although several sources
of error—such as in-the-head localization, front-back reversals, and elevation shift
[Moller 1992; Begault et al. 2001]—exist in the latter case due to the difficulty in
predicting the user’s head movements, successful applications have been appearing
steadily. HRTFs in particular are used extensively to implement directional filtering
in headphone-based systems [Blauert 1983; Moller et al. 1995; Cheng and Wakefield
2001], as well as to help achieve increased vertical localization in Wave-Field Synthesis
(WFS) applications designed for loudspeaker systems [López et al. 2010].

4.1.2. Assistive Technologies. Design approaches in assistive technologies can be cate-
gorized as belonging to the conceptual paradigm, as they generally view information as
“an answer to a question.” Any audio-based solution that focuses on the rehabilitation
or support of cognitive capabilities in general can be cited here.

As described in Section 2.3.4, sonification is often used for navigation purposes in
ETAs based on any of a number of approaches. Many solutions provide a direct map-
ping of echoes to audible sound (using ultrasonic echoes as in the SonicGuide system
[Kay 1973] and infrared signal–based echoes as in the LaserCane System [Murphy
1971]). Other systems translate horizontal and vertical dimensions of the image into
frequency-based and temporal aspects of sound [Meijer 1992; Kim and Zatorre 2008;
Capelle et al. 1998]. Navigation systems such as SWAN make use of a combination of
auditory icons, earcons, and short prerecorded bits of speech to provide users with bea-
con sounds as well as contextual information on the environment [Walker and Lindsay
2006; Wilson et al. 2007].

Sonifications have also been used to provide feedback on contact forces in telema-
nipulation tasks [Massimino 1992, 1995]. In these solutions, a direct mapping was
used between contact force magnitude and loudness, although the latter was modeled
to high precision based on the subjective experience of sound intensity. Further stud-
ies have focused on modeling various contact surfaces and transferring them to audio
representations [Gaver 1993; O’Brien et al. 2002; Van den Doel et al. 2001].
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Various design methods have been used to help rehabilitation patients in learning
the correct limb and joint movements necessary for everyday life. Sonification has
been used, for instance, to substitute proprioceptive feedback—normally obtained from
muscles and joints—using sound. Solutions include the mapping of vertical distance
from a target to pitch and horizontal distance from a target to amplitude, as well
as mapping of joint movement direction to the directionality of a melody (rising and
falling) and the required temporal structure of movements to metrical beats [Ghez
et al. 2000]. Further studies on audio-based feedback have been conducted related
to rehabilitation with prosthetic hands [González et al. 2010], as well as vestibular
rehabilitation to help stroke patients and other patients with disabilities [Dozza et al.
2004; Basta et al. 2008].

Finally, sonification has been used in the context of elite sports to help guide athletes
away from inefficient movements toward the correct, efficient ones. For example, the
acceleration-time trace of rowing boats was translated to sound—by mapping accel-
eration to pitch—in order to provide rowers with a sense of their performance at a
higher temporal resolution than pure vision would have allowed [Schaffert et al. 2010;
Schaffert et al. 2011; Schaffert et al. 2012]. Similar studies have focused on other sports
with repetitive movements (e.g., ice skating, dance, and aerobics) to provide users with
a sense of how well they are doing compared to a reference model [Godbout and Boyd
2010; Jylha and Erkut 2011; Hermann and Zehe 2011].

4.1.3. Task-Oriented Design Frameworks in the Conceptual Paradigm. TaDa! and EarBenders
are two complementary approaches to conceptual auditory interface design proposed by
Barrass [1998, 1996a, 1996b]. In broad terms, TaDa!—which stands for task-oriented
and data-sensitive auditory information design—provides a structured way of finding
the meeting point between information requirements of a task and the information
representation used to achieve the designer’s goals. EarBenders, in turn, is a framework
that builds on the TaDa! approach in order to enable users and designers of auditory
interfaces to share, through informal stories, their knowledge and experience regarding
real-life examples in which environmental and other sounds helped them achieve their
goals.

The use of EarBenders consists of the four steps of situation description, situation
analysis, example lookup, and design synthesis. The first two steps can broadly be
equated with the TaDa! approach. In general terms, application design begins with
a functional description of the use-case (in terms of questions that can arise in the
use-case and possible sets of answers to those questions) and leads to a fully functional
design synthesis based on an analysis of the use-case and comparison based on that
analysis with existing solutions.

It is clear based on the earlier discussion that the TaDa! approach and the
EarBenders framework are prime examples of the conceptual paradigm, as they both
focus on the analysis of information requirements and the structured design of audi-
tory interfaces such that the conveyed information provides an answer to a question.
Further, these two approaches represent a well-developed framework in which a num-
ber of different kinds of sounds (e.g., speech, nonspeech, environmental, and abstract
sounds) can be used parallel to each other.

4.2. Design Approaches in the Interactive Paradigm

4.2.1. Sound Authoring Tool. The Sound Authoring Tool, developed by Bezzi, De Poli,
and Rocchesso, is an example of a sound design tool that encapsulates the viewpoint
of the interactive paradigm [Bezzi et al. 1999; Rocchesso et al. 2003]. The concept
of sound objects, which serves as the core of the framework, was first proposed by
Schaeffer [1966] and further developed by Schafer [1977]. In Schaeffer’s definition,
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sound objects are musical objects perceived as a single, abstract entity and can be
categorized through their differences in one or more perceptual properties. Despite
the fact that even today we have only available a few properties of sound that can be
characterized unequivocally and with certainty (e.g., loudness, pitch, and brightness),
Bezzi, DePoli, and Rocchesso have shown that the concept of sound objects can be useful
nevertheless if similarity is defined based on properties of the models that are used
to generate sounds—in a way similar to how the same model can be used to generate
families of auditory icons, earcons, morphocons, and the like (“sound control can be
more straightforward if we generate sounds with [. . .] techniques that give access to
control parameters directly connected to sound source characteristics” [Rocchesso et al.
2003, p. 46]).

The model proposed by Bezzi et al. [1999] involves three layers: a physical layer
that specifies a physical model used to generate the sounds (i.e., the identity of the
sound), a signal layer that depends on the physical layer and specifies a number of
sound parameters that may be altered by the user (i.e., it allows the user to change the
quality of the sound), and finally a geometric layer that defines acoustic aspects of the
space in which the sound exists (i.e., its reverberation, spatialization, etc.).

The overall goal of the Sound Authoring Tool is to support the creation of nonspeech
sounds that convey dynamic and multidimensional information. While working toward
this goal, the user might perform various different kinds of operations in order to gain
an intuitive understanding of the sound-generating model. For example, the physi-
cal layer—which is essentially a black box model—has a nontrivial influence across
all possible combinations of parameters in the signal and geometric layers, and the
characteristics of the layer must be elicited by the user through a series of open-ended,
exploratory interactions, as described by Hunt and Hermann [2004]. The possibility for
these interactions is contained within the Sound Authoring Tool; however, the specific
ways in which information is extracted from the model are not specified explicitly.

4.2.2. The Spiral Discovery Method. A more generic model was proposed recently by
Csapó and Baranyi [2011, 2012]. Although the model does not incorporate physical
metaphors as does the Sound Authoring Tool, it enables users to interactively explore
parametric sound spaces based on the perceptual qualities of the generated sounds.
The goal of the Spiral Discovery Method (SDM) is to provide the user with a cognitive
artifact that can be used to create sequences of sounds that are perceptually orderable,
irrespective of whether these sounds are auditory icons, earcons, or other sound types.
As the authors argue, creating such a sequence may be simple in certain cases (e.g.,
when primitive parameters such as pitch or loudness are taken as a basis for perceptual
continuity), but in most cases the structure of the parameter space used to generate
the sounds is high dimensional and nonlinear. In the latter case, it can be difficult for
the user to understand the relationship between a set of parameter values and the
perceptual qualities of the resulting sound without the use of structured methods that
rely on a set of simplifying assumptions.

During the use of SDM, the user is allowed to perform the following actions in any
order and any number of times:

(1) Assemble an arbitrary succession of (not necessarily perceptually continuous)
sounds that are deemed to be increasing or decreasing along an arbitrary percep-
tual scale (examples of perceptual scales can include auditory roughness, auditory
softness, harmonic complexity, timbre-based scales, etc.).

(2) Change the values of the parameters that are used to generate individual sounds
in the arbitrary succession of sounds.

(3) Transform the mentioned tuning parameters into a single parameter that allows
the user to explore the sound space in a simplified but structured way. The user then
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is allowed to use the single parameter to travel along a hyperspiral in the high-
dimensional parameter space—in much the same way as changing the distance
along a 3D spiral could be used to travel through parts of a 3D space (hence the
name Spiral Discovery Method).

SDM allows the user to trade off the complexity of the original system (the high-
dimensional nonlinear parameter space) and the interpretability of a rank-reduced
system (a parameter space consisting of only a single parameter). In much the same way
as Bezzi, de Poli, and Rocchesso’s Sound Authoring Tool, SDM provides the user with
an interactive way to explore open-ended sound spaces. Whereas the Sound Authoring
Tool keeps the user’s actions between constraints by adopting a layered architecture in
which each layer imposes increasing constraints on the sound, SDM keeps the user’s
actions between constraints by allowing the use of a reduced parameter space and
hiding from the user the periodical changes of those components of the parameter
space that are less important (i.e., the direction and radius of the hyperspiral). The two
models are common in that the user is confronted with a black box model from which
various sound qualities can be elicited depending on the user’s actions.

SDM can be used in conjunction with sound-producing models to assist the user in
finding relationships of order between various parameter configurations. However, the
precise way in which this is done is not fixed by SDM and emerges as a result of the
user’s interactions with the model.

4.2.3. Interactive Model-Based Sonification. Interactive sonification was defined by
Hermann and Hunt [2005] as “the use of sound within a tightly closed human-computer
interface where the auditory signal provides information about data under analysis, or
about the interaction itself, which is useful for refining the activity.” Although the first
aspect of the definition is true of many approaches, the second aspect—pertaining to
gaining information about the interaction itself—is a distinguishing characteristic of
interactive sonification.

Model-based sonification (MBS) is an increasingly relevant approach within inter-
active sonification [Hermann 2002; Hermann and Ritter 1999]. An MBS application
consists of a setup of dynamical elements, a dynamics (or a set of virtual physical laws),
and an interaction interface. When the goal is to sonify existing data, MBS works by
allowing the user to excite the setup of dynamical elements through a set of possible
interactions (e.g., by plucking, hitting, rubbing, or scratching the dynamical system)
[Hermann 2002]. Through these interactions and an understanding of the virtual phys-
ical laws that govern the excitations, the user can obtain an intuitive feel for how the
sonified multidimensional dataset is structured. Conversely, when the goal is to create
sounds that can be utilized in an auditory display, the basic scheme of MBS can be ap-
plied in reverse direction so that the user is essentially required to search for datasets
that provide interesting sounds.

Recently, a number of research directions have appeared based on the founda-
tions of interactive sonification. For example, several authors have focused on pro-
viding emotional information and behavioral data using interactive sonification in
augmented/virtual reality environments [Legroux et al. 2007; Kummer et al. 2012].
In these cases, the goal is to create a more realistic, immersive user experience. The
work of Bovermann on tangible auditory interfaces is also a recent example of inter-
active sonification, which can in a certain sense be viewed as an extension to MBS in
particular [Bovermann et al. 2006; Bovermann 2009]. Tangible auditory interfaces can
be obtained by substituting the setup of dynamical elements and the virtual physical
laws of an MBS system with physical objects and a set of interactions made possible by
those objects. When using a tangible auditory interface, the user would typically hold
and manipulate a physical object and generate sounds through these manipulations
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and the mediation of any number of physical sensors attached to the physical object.
As in the case of other solutions belonging to the interactive paradigm, this is done
without any specific data-oriented communication in mind between the user and the
system.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this article, our goal was to summarize the history of research on auditory rep-
resentations in computing environments. We began by providing an overview of the
elementary sound types such as auditory icons and earcons, as well as a number of
more recently developed speech-, emotion-, and sonification-based sound types. This
was followed by an overview of trends in the way in which the various basic sound types
are used together. We distinguished between two major use paradigms: the conceptual
paradigm, which views information as an entity that has a well-specified meaning that
must be communicated to the user with a specific purpose in the context of a predefined
use-case scenario, and the interactive paradigm, which lays more emphasis on natural
forms of interaction and on gaining information through the user’s exploratory actions
with respect to a sound-producing model. In the final section on design approaches, a
broad overview was given of a number of existing applications within the conceptual
and interactive paradigms.

ELECTRONIC APPENDIX

The electronic appendix for this article can be accessed in the ACM Digital Library.
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